
Applied Ergonomics Conference 2016 

Exhibitor Survey 
 

Please return completed survey to Leigh Anne Stroud at lstroud@iienet.org. Thank you for your help and 

time! 

Please rate the following items according to how they describe your 

experience at AEC 2016. 

 
Please  check appropriate column Excellent Good Okay Poor 
Overall satisfaction with pre-show information and support     
Overall satisfaction with sales effort and support     
Usefulness of exhibitor service manual (Freeman)     
Value of exhibit space for price paid     
Overall satisfaction with sales leads     
Quantity of new prospects generated     
Overall quality of attendees     
Efficiency of exhibitor registration process     
Overall satisfaction with Disney’s Coronado Springs Resort     
Overall satisfaction with exhibit hall and space     
Exhibit hall security before/after show hours     
Responsiveness of Freeman     
Quality of labor personnel     
Satisfaction with Internet service provider     
Satisfaction with lead retrieval system     

 

 
1. How satisfied were you with exhibiting at AEC 2016? 

Very satisfied  Satisfied  Dissatisfied 

 

2. How valuable is this show as a tool in reaching your customers? 

Very valuable  Somewhat  valuable No value 

 

3. How likely are you to exhibit next year at AEC 2017? 

Plan to exhibit   Possibly, but undecided         Probably not, but undecided         Will not exhibit 

If you are not planning to exhibit, what is your primary reason?  

 

 

4. What best describes your primary product or service? 

 

 

mailto:lstroud@iienet.org


5. Were the attendees the right level of decision-makers for your product or service? 

Excellent Good          Average          Poor 

 Please give any additional feedback regarding attendees. 

 

 

6. Did the exhibit hall hours and networking receptions provide you ample time to interact with 

attendees? 

Excellent Good          Average          Poor 

Please give any additional feedback regarding dedicated exhibit time. 

 

 

7. What were your primary objectives for this event (general awareness, lead generation, 

networking) and did you meet your objectives? 

 

 

8. Was the location of your booth suitable for generating traffic? 

 

 

9. Do you have any other comments about your experience at this year’s show or suggestions on 

how we can make the show better for you in the future? 

 

 

 

10. May we use your comments in our 2017 exhibitor and sponsorship marketing materials? 

 

 

NAME: 

TITLE: 

COMPANY: 

EMAIL: 

 

Return completed survey to Leigh Anne Stroud at lstroud@iienet.org or fax to (770) 263-8532, 

attention Leigh Anne Stroud. 

 

Thank you! 
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